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Abstract 
Classical spin models with a discrete abelian symmetry ( 7, )are studied 
and compared to analogous models with a continuous (0(2)) symmetry. 
The dependence onp (the number of states) of some quantities, e.g ., the 
pressure and correlation functions, is studied. For high p , under fairly gen-
eral conditions, the pressure of the 7, invariant model converges exponen-
tially, in p, to that of the 0(2) model. Results of a similar nature, although 
obtained under more restrictive conditions, are presented for a class of 
expectation values. 
Several different methods of proving Mermin- and Wagner-like results 
are reviewed and it is suggested that these methods are not sufficiently 
powerful to be used in obtaining upper bounds on the magnetization tem-
perature of the two dimensional 7, model. A rigorous lower bound is obtained 
using a Peierls-Chessboard method. 
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The study of lattice systems serves as a tool for determining the appli-
cability of the general theory of Statistical Mechanics . It provides a ground 
where mathematically rigorous statements can be made about infinitely 
large systems . Examples of general statements would be proofs of the 
existence of thermodynamic functions in the infinite volume limit and 
existence of equilibrium states. More specific results would be proofs of the 
existence or nonexistence of phase transitions, results concerning the 
invariance or non invariance of the equilibrium states under certain sym-
metry transformation of the Hamiltonian, etc .. The fact that this type of 
result can be obtained for nontrivial lattice systems justifies the use of Sta-
tistical Mechanics in the study of real physical systems, even though the 
underlying dynamics of the latter may be much more complicated and 
therefore general results may not be available . The agreement between its 
predictions and experiment is, however, the main practical justification. 
The mathematical results are also of importance in the study of Quan-
tum Field theories due to the "remarkable" similarity between the Euclidean 
space Green's function generating functionals and partition functions . 
Historically, the subject originated with the proposal in 1920 by W. Lenz 
and the study by the E. Ising (in one dimension) [ 1] of what is known as the 
Ising model in order to explain ferromagnetism as a collective phenomenon. 
In one dimension, this model with nearest neighbor interaction is rather 
trivial, can be solved exactly and shows no phase transition and zero spon-
taneous magnetization. Ising's conjecture that this would be the case for 
higher dimensions was proved to be wrong in 1936 by R. Peierls [2] who 
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showed, through the use of a very clever argument (see Chapter III), that for 
sufficiently low temperatures the spontane ous magnetization was nonze r o in 
two dimensions. The argument was completed by R. B. Griffiths [3] in 1964, 
and by Dobrushin [ 15] who showed that the spontaneous magnetization was 
zero at sufficiently high temperatures, establishing the existence of a phase 
transition. Meanwhile , the existence had been proved by L. Onsager [ 4] in 
1944 by explicitly solving the model in two dimensions-- an exact calculation 
of the free energy in zero external field -- and finding the celebrated loga-
rithmic divergence of the specific heat. 
A large number of models have been since proposed, allowing for 
different interactions, more states , different symmetries and lattices. 
It is of great interest to understand which features of a given lattice 
Hamiltonian are indeed responsible for the general thermodynamic behavior 
of the system and which are responsible for specific details . To obtain this 
kind of information, it is necessary to consider a general formulation of the 
problem, in order to simultaneously treat classes of interaction which share 
a given property. Many works have contributed to the formalism of lattice 
gases and spin systems, initiated in the 1960s by Gallavoti, Miracle-Sole, 
Ruelle, Robinson and Lanford (Wightman [5]). 
We will mainly study classical spin systems with a discrete Zp sym-
metry, (where p is the number of allowed states of a spin) . The limit of 
p --)oo is particularly interesting since the resulting system has a continuous 
(0(2)) symmetry. In two dimensions the spontaneous breaking of this con-
tinuous symmetry is forbidden. We study various proofs of this result in 
Chapter II, trying to understand if these methods can be applied to the 7,:, 
system to obtain upper bounds on the temperature , above which, there is no 
spontaneous symmetry breaking. 
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Chapters III and N deal with the discrete symmetry sys tem. After 
reviewing results [ 6, 7] about the phase structure in two dimensions in Sec-
tion lii.l, we turn to the new results in this work. In section III .2 we use the 
Peierls-Chessboard method to obtain a rigorous lower bound on the magneti-
zation temperature of the two dimensional ; system. This method pro-
vides, besides the rigorous lower bound result, an intuition on the mechan-
ism driving the phase transition, and based on it, an heuristic argument is 
presented in Section III .4, indicating that Chapter II 's methods of proving 
the absence of symmetry breaking for the continuous system cannot be 
generalized to obtain rigorous upper bounds on the magnetization tempera-
ture of the ; model. The reason can be trailed back to the weak treatment 
of entropy contributions . 
In Chapter N we analyze the convergence of certain quantities , espe-
cially the pressure, in the discrete systems to their analogue in the continu-
ous case. It is proven that the convergence is exponentially fast in the 
number of states p for any fixed temperature and p sufficiently large. The 
result is general in the sense that it is valid for a large class of Hamiltonians 
and any lattice dimension. We obtain similar but weaker results for some 
type of correlation functions at high temperatures. 
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1.2 Formalism 
First let us define the problem. We use the notation of Simon [B]. Consider a 
Z 11 lattice and at each site i associate a spin variable si which takes values on a 
compact metric space 0. Denote by P(Z11) the set of all subsets of Z 11 and 
PI (Z 11 ) the set of finite subsets. An assignment of values of si for all i EA 
AEP(Z11) is called a configuration and oA is used to denote the set of 
configurations in A 
CA will denote the set of real continuous functions on QA . We define an 
interaction as the assignment of a function <P(X) E Czv to each XEP1 (Z
11
) . We 
will only be interested in translation invariant interactions, such that 
<P(X+i)=Ti<P(X) for iEZ11 , and Ti the translation mapping from Cx--+Cx+i · 
The interactions that will be physically interesting will have restrictions on the 
growth of <P(X) with \xl. Therefore, we introduce the following norms for <PE C A 
(l a) 
I<PI = L; IX1-11<Pioo ( l b) 
OEX 




), \x1 is the number of sites in X and the sum is over all those 
X which contain the site with all coordinates zero. 
Using the norms of eq(l) we define B, the set of interactions <P with g<PII 
finite, and B 1, the set of <P with I<Ph finite . B and B 1 are Banach spaces in these 
norms and B 1 cB . Another interesting space B 0 is obtained by considering the 
finite range interactions, for which <P(X)=O if lXbR, then B 0cB 1· 
The free boundary condition Hamiltonian HA(<P) of a system in AEP1 (Z
11
) 
associated to an interaction <P is defined by 
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(2) 
To introduce the statistical aspects of the problem we introduce a measure 
dp,Oion O!il called the a priori measure. J.Loi will always be normalized to one 
J dJ.LOi =p,0(0)= 1 . 
0 
We now introduce the partition function Z A at temperature T= 1/ {3 
ZA(<P)= Je-pH,..(~)ITdJ.LOi' 
iEA 
the finite volume pressure p A ( <P) 
and the expectation values of observables, i.e . functions f EGA 






This defines the canonical ensemble and we will call a state of the finite physical 
system an expectation value functional on the functions f E. C A· We are 
interested in the equilibrium states of a physical system which can be deter-
mined by all the expectation values of functions of an isolated system when we 
let the time approach intlnity. Typically, the equilibrium state of a physical sys-
tern will consist of at least one macroscopically homogeneous region, which is 
called a phase and is described by giving the values of a small set of parameters, 
(e .g., temperature, external magnetic field, pressure, etc .) . The structure of the 
phases will depend on the values of these parameters and any change in the 
phase structure is believed to be associated with nonanalytical dependence of 
the equilibrium state on these parameters. To obtain nonanalytical behavior of 
the partition function or the pressure as defined by equations (4) and (5) we 
must consider the thermodynamic limit, which is obtained by letting the volume 
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of A tend to infinity in a suitable manner as defined below. The first rigorous 
treatment of this was given by Van Hove [9]. We will describe this limit procedure 
although the simpler procedure of letting A be a hypercube of volume a v cen-
tered at 0 and letting a~= will suffice in most of the problems treated here . 
We say that a sequence of sets An tends to infinity in Van Hove's sense if for 
any integer a and aa An =fiEZv I cube C of side a centered at i , CnAn =i'¢ 
and Cn~=i'¢L 
For further developments concerning the infinite volume limit , see Fisher [10] 
and Fisher and Ruelle [ 11 J. 
One might argue that the experiments are done with finite size samples and 
therefore one might expect that transitions are not sharp but extended over an 
interval of temperature which depends on sample size. However, for samples 
which are much larger than the correlation lengths, the approximation of infinite 
volume should be appropriate. Furthermore, in these cases , due to the calcula-
tional difficulties arising from considering large but finite volumes, many ques-
tions can be better treated by considering the infinite volume limit. We will not 
deal here with finite size effects . Although sometimes working in a finite volume, 
we will take A~= at the end of the calculations. Experimentally (see e .g.Ahlers 
[ 12]), the finite size will only affect measurements which have a resolution in 
\t\=IT-Tc\1 Tc of the order of 10-9. Before that, for the best solid materials, 
sample inhomogeneities will come into play since they smooth the transitions 
over a range of about 1 o-4 . For liquid-gas transitions there is a gravitational 
effect which also acts in a range of the order of t = 1 o-4 , due to the density 
difference between the two phases . For a theoretical treatment of finite size 
effects see V.Privrnan and M.Fisher [13] and references therein. 
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With this in mind, we define the pressure as the limit of eq(5) 
(7) 
Whether the limit exists depends on the interaction <P. It can be proved (see 
e .g .Simon [B])that if <PEE then the limit exists . An interesting case of interac-
lions outside B for which the limit exists. is the Coulomb interaction. 
It should be noted that calling p the pressure is terminology borrowed from 
the grand canonical ensemble and that the pressure as defined above is minus 
the free energy per site times {3 . 
The interesting point to make about the pressure is that by considering 
arbitrary interactions, the thermal averages or expectation values of functions 
can be obtained by taking directional derivatives, i.e., by looking at the tangent 
functionals to the pressure . For example, for AECX define the interaction 'l'f to 
be the translate of A 
'ltf( Y)=O if Y is not a translate of X . 
Then 
(B) 
This procedure may be used to define translation invariant equilibrium states of 
the infinite system for interactions on the B space (see e.g ., [14]) . This is 
equivalent to an alternative definition using the Variational Principle , which says 
that the invariant equilibrium states minimize the free energy per site. This is 
directly related to the fact that the pressure is convex in the interactions, which 
is easily seen using the convexity of exp( .) and Holder 's inequality: 
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(9) 
This can be extended to the infinite volume for ci> and \f!EB. 
We now introduce a piece of notation, the concept of boundary conditions 
and yet another definition of equilibrium states, which is useful even for nonin-
variant states, in terms of the so called DLR equations. DLR stands for 
Dobrushin-Lanford-Ruelle [15,16]. 
Given A' and A,AcA', t EO.A1A,s EO.A then lets xt denote 
= t a if a EA'IA (10) 
Consider now the Hamiltonian 
HA(s/t) = I; ci>(X)(sxt). (11) 
XnA-F¢ 
The partition function Z A(s It) obtained by summing over all configurations on 
o.A keeping a configuration of t EO.A'IA fixed is the partition function with boun-
dary conditions t EO.A'IA. 
The DLR equations are suggested by comparing different configurations in A 
with the same boundary conditions . 
If ci>cB o (finite range) we take A' to include all sites i for which there is an X 
such that iEX and XnA:I:-¢. Then the conditional probabilities of configurations 
s 1 and s 2EO.A, given t EO.A'IA fixed are related by 
( 12) 
P(si/ t) are conditional probability densities if 0. is not discrete. Then for 
a state PA' and f E C A1 we can associate a measure PA' ( s , dt) on O,A'IA by 
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PA'(f )=<!>A'= J J f (sxt)pA'(s ,dt)dJ.-L(s) 
QAQAIA 




The important point is that a similar formula holds for A'=Z11 and ~cB, there-
fore defining properties of the states of the infinite system. It can be proved that 
invariant states satisfying these equations also satisfy the variational principle 
and are thus also equilibrium states. In many practical cases it is better to work 
with the DLR states since one can then make statements which hold in the ther-
modynamic limit . 
Another way, equivalent to the DLR equations, of defining the equilibrium 
states is through a set of inequalities proposed by Fannes, Vanheuverzwijn and 
Verbeure [17]. 
Suppose there is a group G of transformations 0-)0 such that for all 
s, tEO there is a U E G with the property Us = t ( U acts transitively on 0) . 
Denote by Q the set of maps from Czv onto Czv which satisfy 
(i) the measure d J.-L is invariant under U. 
(ii) u = IT ui' where ui E Gi and Gi is a copy of G at site i, A is bounded. 
iEA 
Note that U is invertible and (Us )a = sa if a is not in A 
For any U E Q define (J on Czv by 
zv 
for f ECzv, s EO . 
For H EB denote by 
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Then we have 
Theorem [ 17] 
For all f E Cz~~. f ?:.O,f >':0 and U E Q a state p satisfies 
(( 0-1H- H)!) 
p (! ) < p ( a f ) exp f3 p 
p(f) 
if and only if p satisfies the DLR equations. 
Remarks : 
(14) 
1) DLR imply eq(l4) under the weaker conditions on Q that : (i) df.J, is 
invariant under U, (ii) U is invertible and, (iii) (Us )a = sa if ex is not in A 
2) For the converse to be true we need the stronger conditions which are 
satisfied by all current models. 
3) In most applications we only need the weaker result 
( 15) 
a direct consequence of Jensen's inequality. 
4) The inequalities are statements about the infinite volume system. 
5) We only prove the first part since we will not use the second.For a proof 
that the inequalities imply the DLR equations see the original reference [ 1 7]. 
Proof 
DLR imply the inequalities. Since f ?:.O,f >':0 and p(f )>0 
p( 0 f) = J J f ( v- 1(s Xt ))p(s ,dt )df.J,(S) . 
()A ()AlA 
Using condition(liii) : f(U- 1(sxt) = f((U- 1s)xt), change variables s-)Us, 
then 
p(rJ!) = J JJ (sxt)p(Us,dt) df.J-(s) 
oAQAlA 
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since dJ..L is invariant . Using eq(13b) for infinite volume 
p(Of) = J /f(sxt)p(s,dt) ef3Ht..(s/t)-{3Ht..(Us/t)dj.L(S) 
ot..nA1A 
Multiply and divide the rhs by p(f ), and using that 
d _ f (s xt )p(s ,dt )dg(s) 
ll- p(f) 
is a probability measure ,and the convexity of the exponential, we can apply 
Jensen's inequality to 
to obtain 
p(Of) = p(f) J J ef3H(slt) -{3H(Us/t)dv 
(lA(lAIA 
p( a f)~ p(f) exp{3j f f (s xt )[H(s It )-H( Us It )]p(s ,dt )dg(s) 
(lA(lAIA p (f ) 
( Of)> (f) p(f(3(H(s/t)-H(Us/t))) p - p exp p(f) 
p( Of)~ p(f) exp f3 p(f (H -O-lH)) 
p(f) 
which is equation (14) . 
These inequalities are very useful in applications if a bound of the type 
f3
p(f (H -0-1H)) < K 
exp p(f) -
can be obtained, where K is independent of the domain of f , in view of the fact 
that if two extremal DLR states are mutually absolutely continuous they are 
equal, proving that the states are invariant under the transformation U, (S .Sakai 
[18,19], J .Bricmont, J .Lebowitz and C.Pfister [20]). 
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ll.Continuous~ecry 
The absence of spont aneous symmetry breaking in the one dimensional 
nearest neighbor interaction Ising modelled to the conjecture, by Ising, that 
the same would happen for the higher dimensional case s. This was proved to 
be wrong by Peierls, by specifically obtaining a lower bound for the critical 
temperature . It also happens that there is spontaneous symmetry breaking 
in one dimension if the interactions are allowed to be of long range (decay-
ing as 1/ r 2 or slower), as shown first by Dyson for the hierarchical models . 
For systems with continuous symmetries, a similar effect occurs in two 
dimensions . The word similar is used here in the sense that if the interac-
tions decay sufficiently fast , in two dimensions there is no spontaneous sym-
metry breaking . In higher dimensional lattices, even those models with short 
range interactions exhibit spontaneous symmetry breaking for non-zero 
temperatures . The reason for this phenomenon may be traced to the 
existence of excitations of arbitrarily small energies which disorder the sys-
tem at any finite temperature . A similar result, known as the Coleman 
theorem [21], is that continuous symmetries cannot be spontaneously bro-
ken in two-dimensional (continuum) field theories, since if they could, mass-
less Goldstone bosons would appear, which is not allowed by strong infrared 
divergences. 
Several results concerning this type of phenomenon have appeared in 
the literature . The first rigorous results in this subject were obtained by 
Mermin and Wagner [22] and Mermin [23] who showed that the spontaneous 
magnetization was zero for some quantum Heisenberg ferromagnets and for 
classical systems, respectively, and also by Hohenberg [24] who showed that 
certain Bose gases do not undergo a Bose condensation in two dimensions. A 
deeper result was obtained by Dobrushin and Shlosman [25], showing that 
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every equilibrium state is invariant under the continuous symmetry, for 
classical systems with finite range. This result has been extended [26,33] to 
include some long range interactions, with even optimal results for some 
classes of classical spin systems. The first results concerning the invariance 
of states were obtained by Garrison, Wong and Morisson [52]. 
In this chapter we will look at some of the proofs of what has been 
called the Mermin and Wagner phenomenon. We will not concentrate on 
obtaining optimal results concerning the range of interactions but, we will 
study the mechanisms behind the methods in order to see if they can be 
generalized to study systems with discrete symmetries. In Chapter III an 
argument will be presented against this possible generalization. 
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II.2. Classical Bogoliubov Inequalities and Local Ward Identities 
The first rigorous proofs of the absence of symmetry breaking for cer-
tain classical models in two dimensions by Mermin used the classical analo-
gue of the Bogoliubov inequality for quantum systems. Driessler, Landau and 
Fernando Perez [27] have obtained general results concerning this inequal-
ity, in which they emphasize the fact that it is related to the existence of a 
one-parameter group of transformations leaving the measure invariant. This 
symmetry leads to a set of identities, in much the same manner as gauge 
invariance leads to the Ward identities (or Slavnov Taylor identities) in gauge 
theories, and are thus called local Ward identities . 
Consider a one parameter group of transformations that acts on 0 
U(t):o~o . 
For A E Cz2 define A' by 
A'=! ( U(t )A)t=O 
Driessler et al. prove the following : 
.Proposition 1 
<H '>=0 
<A' >={3<H 'A> 
Proof, <A>= J dJ-Le -~H A (e -~H dJ.-L is normalized : J dj.-Le -~H = 1) 
Since the measure is invariant 






0 = lnf d;.w-P(U(t)H)= !lnf d;.w-P(U(t)H)~=o= 
= j dJ.-L( -{3H ')e -{1H =<H '>, 
proving Equation (2) . 
For (3): 
< U(t )A> = j dJ.-Le -pu(t)-1H A 
!<U(t)A>~=O =<A'>= {3jdJ.-L(- !(U(t)-1H)e-PU(t)-1HA~=O 
<A'>= {3<H 'A> 
The classical Bogoliubov inequality can now be obtained by using Schwartz 
inequality I <AB> ~ < < lA~ ><IE~>. and equation (3) 
Using the notation H' =(H ')'and eq.(3) for A =H ' 
<H' >={3<H 'H '>obtaining 
(4) 
(5) 
The importance of eq. (5) in applications is derived from the fact that <A'> 
is bounded by a product of two factors, one of them independent of A. If 
<H' > can be proved to be zero for a suitable transformation U, then the 
state will be invariant under U. It is this separation that allows one to obtain 
information about a general state. 
The Ward identities are also useful in proving the existence of critical 
lengths in some classical models in dimension ~3 and obtaining upper 
bounds (mean field) for critical temperatures [27]. Actually these problems 
provided the motivation for their study. For mean field upper bounds on the 
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critical temperatures using the Ward identities see also B.Simon [28]. 
ll.3 The Mermin and Wagner Theorem 
The initial proofs of the Mermin and Wagner theorem showed that as the 
external magnetic field h is reduced to zero the spontaneous magnetiza-
tion reduces logarithmically in h (like ( rrnhl ) -~. 
It is of more interest to obtain results concerning the invariance of the 
states under global 0 (2) transformations . 
Let A be as in the previous section and U and a be given by 
U(t) = IT ut(i) ( l.a) 
iEZ2 
O(t) = IT uf(i)t(i) 
iEZ2 
(l.b) 
where f ( i) : Z 2 -? R will be chosen later; Ut ( i) is a single spin trans forma-
tion. 
The idea is to choose f ( i) such that inside a bounded region Ao. U = a 
and far away from flo, a= 1. Then one proves that <R"> can be made arbi-
trarily small, which implies, through (5), that <A> is invariant under U for 
A E oAo. Since Ao is arbitrary it then follows that the state is invariant. 
We will just treat the case of nearest neighbor interactions (Simon [8]). 
The general case has been studied by Klein et al. [29] and by Bonato 
et al . [30]. who obtain the best possible conditions on the interaction 






(JH =- ~ cos(ei-eJ+t(f(i)-f(J')) 
<iiil 
by eq.(5) of the previous section 
<! (JA~=o>2:::; {3<A2> 'l;(f (i)-f (j))2 
'I.J 
Remembering that f has to satisfy 
h iEf..o 
f (i) = lo ~ I >> diamf..o 
Note that 
and 









= ~i~Y;[ge(in- 1)-gt:(jn- 1 )] 2 . (9) 
'I.J 
Therefore, iff (i)=gt:(in- 1) is chosen,< d
2
2 OH~=o> can be made arbi-dt 
trarily small and the state proved to be invariant since Ao is arbitrary. As 
mentioned before, this method can be used to study clustering properties. 
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However, it "only" obtains logarithmic decay lower bounds [50], when we 
know that in some models (McBryan and Spencer [31]) the correlation func-
tion decays like a power. See Section III .2. for more comments on this. 
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II-4 Energy Entropy Inequalities -A 
The idea behind the method described here (Simon & Sokal [32]) prov-
ing that the spontaneous magnetization for the plane rotor model is zero, is 
a very nice formalization of arguments concerned with the balance of 
entropy and energy that go back to Herring and Kittel [53]. It also draws 
from the concept of relative entropy introduced by Araki [54]. Heuristically, 
one initially considers a magnetized phase, represented by a configuration 
with all spins parallel. One can decrease the free energy by doing the follow-
ing : Flip all spins inside a block of side L and surround the block with layers 
of spins rotated very slowly. For example, rotate the first layer by 
7T[ 1-(1/ L) J, the next by 7T[ 1-(2/ L)] and so on, so that after L layers, 
the spins are left unchanged. This transformation resembles that performed 
in the previous section. The energy is increased by [1-cos(27T/ L)]L 2~ 
constant. The entropy gain is related to the number of places where we 
could choose the block ~ln(L\/ L2)(A~ volume of the system). For large 
volumes the entropy gain dominates the energy shift and the free energy is 
decreased for any temperature T > 0. Thus the initial magnetized phase can-
not be an equilibrium state . 
Needless to say, this is not at all rigorous, since the argument is 
cavalier about notions of phase and entropy. Also, it is not clear why it does 
not work for more than two dimensions, since the requirement would be to 
dominate an energy t;:::!,Ld-Z with an entropy ~ln (L\1 Ld), which can be 
done if A is large enough. 
The method is as follows: First compare the entropy Smi:c of a statisti-
cal mixture of n states, each obtained by a suitable transformation of the 
original state, and the entropy of the original state S 0. Simon and Sokal 
obtain that (see Theorem 1 below) : 
- 20-
Smix -S 0<-(Energy shift) 
Then the entropy of the mixture is compared vvith the average of the 
entropies Si of the mixture components . If the mixture components were 
totally disjoint one would have 
Smix=(1/ n )~Si +ln(n) 
i 
For not totally disjoint but "almost disjoint" components (see Theorem 
2) Simon and Sokal prove that 
Smix~( 1/ n )~Si +ln(n )-constant 
i 
If the transformations performed leave the a priori measure invariant, 
then ( 1/ n )~Si =So· For large n, the two inequalities are contradictory 
i 
since the energy shift can be shown to be finite and one concludes that the 
components are not "almost disjoint" . The important point is that if one 
assumes the spontaneous magnetization (infinite volume) to be non zero it 
can be proved that the components are almost disjoint in the precise sense 
of theorem 2, conditions (i) and (ii). Therefore, the magnetization has to 
vanish. 
The notation is as follows: 
A is the volume of the lattice. 
g =_!_e-BHA f =1_ ~f· f·=T· g 
Z • nLJ t• t t A i=l 
dJ-Lo the a priori measure (a probability measure). 
d vi= f i dJ-Lo (probability measure, if Ti 
leaves dJ-Lo invariant). 
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Ti are transformations which rotate the spins as suggested by the 
heuristic argument . See theorem 2. 
Theorem 1 
Let S (!) =-J f lnfdJ.J-o , then S (f)+ J f lngdJ.J-o ~ 0 
Proof 
This is a direct consequence of Jensen's inequality and the convexity of - log 
S (!) + J f lngd J.J-o = J ln (g If)! d J.J-o < ln(j gd J.J-o) = 0 
Note that J f lngdJ.J-o can be rewritten as 
fflngdJ.J-0 = fglngdJ.J-o + j(J-g)lngdJ.J-o = -S(g)-M 
where !1E is the "energy shift" 
where ri is obtained from g by transforming with ri-l · 
Therefore Theorem 1 expresses the first inequality 
S(j)-S(g)<-M . ( 1) 
The second inequality is obtained from the following theorem. 
Theorem 2 
If the components are almost disjoint in the following sense : 
There exists a c ~ 0 such for each i there is a set At ( .Af the complement 
of At such that At u.Af=OA, the internal space) with 
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(i) JAtdvi = vi(Af) s ~ 
(ii) ~ J dvj = ~ vj(~) < c 




We just follow the proof by Simon and Sokal: 
1 
S (f ) = - n ~ S (! i) - lnn = 
= l ~ - ~ J f i ln[ 'LJ i ] d Mo l = 
n i=l fi ~f . 
2 n . J 
=- - f I; J dvi ln( -3 - )*j 
n i=l fj 
by Jensen' s inequality: 
using -ln( 1 +x )>-x 
~ - _g_ f; 1 + J d Mo ( I; f if i) 112 
n i=l j#i 
> -
2 ~ [j dMof i112( I; fj ) 112+ J dMof i112( ~ fj) 112] I 
n i = 1 ~ j ¢-i Af j ¢-i 
using Schwarz inequality: J fg<(-vJj2)(y!Ji2) 
~ -2 ~~vi(~)112[~vj(~)J112+vi(Af)112[~vj(A{)]112l I 
n i=l j¢-i j¢-i 
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using conditions (i) and (ii) finally 
-2 
~-n ~ l.c 11 2+(c In )11 2(n -1) 11 21:;:::-4c 11 2 
n 
is obtained, proving Theorem 2 . 
Theorems 1 and 2 have made no assumption about the form of the 
transformations Ti or how conditions (i) and (ii) can be satisfied. The sub-
sets ~ and Af have not been specified yet. 
These conditions can be obtained, using a Chebyshev inequality under 
the assumption that the infinite volume spontaneous magnetization is not 
zero. But first, a comment about the range of interactions is necessary. 
The restriction that the energy shift be finite constrains the range of 
the interaction. Simon and Sokal prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3 
The spontaneous magnetization is zero for a plane rotor with Hamil-
tonian H =-2:J ( i -j )cos ( '!9i -1Jj), J ( i -j ):;:::0 and 
ij 
~ lii2J ( i) <= 
i¢0 
(3) 
This constraint roughly states that the couplings decay as r-4-~ , €>0 
or faster . Pfister [33] proves a stronger result, which for this case is : 
Theorem 4 
All states are 0(2) invariant if there exist a constant C > 0 and an integer p 
so that 
~ ~~ J ( i) < CFP ( L) 
~~L 
(4) 
where Fp(L) diverges at most like ln(L)ln2(L) · · ·l11p(L) for large L 
and lnk(.)=lnlnk_1(.) (See [33] for a proof) . 
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This constraint is such that the theorem is valid if the coupling behaves 
like r-4ln2r · · · lr1p r , for large distances, a behavior which seems criti-
cal in view of the fact that the theorem is false if J(r) 
:::::ir-4ln2r · · · lllp_1r(lTipr)1+t: . See comment 4 of ref.[33] . Pfister's 
method is related to the one presented in the next section. However, his 
main contribution lies in the way the energy shifts are bounded, an idea 
which could be used in the present context. 
Now let us return to the problem. Consider a volume A of size 
(2l+l).(2l+l) centered at the origin with all spins outside A pointing in 
the 1- direction. The transformations Ti will be such that they rotate the 
spins in a 3k X3k block E i, fiipping the spins inside a block Bi (concentric 
to E i) of k Xk spins and slowly rotating those spins outside Bi: rotate by 
7T[l- (1/k)] the first layer of spins outside Bi, by 7T[l- (2/k)] the 
next, and so on until the last layer, the border of !J i· is rotated by 7T/ k . We 
have the liberty of choosing l, k, and n as fit . 
The concept of "almost disjoint", as stated by condition (i) and (ii) is as 
follows: 
Choose .t\ as the subset of QA such that 
1\: ~ a~l) > 0 
at:B, 
and (5) 
A(: ~ a~l) ~ 0 
at:B~, 
a~1) is the component in the "1-direction" of the spin aa. With this choice 
v(Af)=Probability that l: a~l)-::;O=P +,A( ~ a~l)) 
o..EB~, o..EB-. 
v(Af)=_l_ J e-f3Hdp,0 . 
Z A l:u~l)::::;Q 
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Denoting the states by < . >+,A , call 
and 
Choose b < a then 
-PH 
p +,A(~uAl)~b )= J _e -dfho 
B,. ~a(ll~b z A 
1 -PH J (b -a)2_e -dfho 
(b -a) 2 L;u(ll~b ZA 
1 -PH 
< J (~uAl)_a )2 _e -dJ.hO 
( b -a) 2 L;u(ll~b Bt Z A 
since (x -a )2 is minimum when x=b for x<b . By adding positive contribu-
tions, we can extend the integral to QA, for b=O 
It is easy to understand that <~a(l)> +,A decreases when the interac-
tions are decreased, which is what effectively happens if we increase the 
volume A This, in fact, can be rigorously proved by the correlation inequali-
ties of Griffiths [34], Kelly and Sherman [35] and Ginibre [36]. Thus, by a 
GKS inequality: 
a";;?:mk 2 
where m = <u1> +,oo is the spontaneous magnetization. 
Assume m #0, then 
(6) 
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and is beginning to look like condition (i) , provided <F2> is well behaved. It 
can be proved that 
(7) 
can be made arbitrarily small when l ~oa since <. > + oo is ergodic. It . 
satisfies some decomposition propertie s, see, e .g., Israel [14]. 
Now given n choose k and l (sufficiently large) so that 
(B) 
for all l~i~n. l is chosen so that (7) can be made small and the E i blocks 
do not intersect. 
If (B) is satisfied we can apply Theorem 2. Combining with Theorem 1 
(remember that Ti leave the measure dJ.Lo invariant) . 
ln(n) - D.c*~ S(f) - S(g) ~-!::ill (9) 
The next step is to botmd the energy shift D.E 
M = j(g -J) lng dJ.L 
The only contributions to H- ri-l H come from the interactions of 
spins inside E i with 
a) spins outside A 
b) spins inside A 
By taking A sufficiently large (a) can be made arbitrarily small. 
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ri-1 can be written as a product of single spin r ot ations 
ri-1 = Il Ria. . 
a.EB, 
Then the contribution from (b) will be of the form 
Mi=- 2: J(cx-!')[<Ri a.aa. .Ri7 a7 >+.A-<aa..a7 >+,M 
<a.,7>EA 
Where 'Pa. is given by 
then 
r = a. 
Write 2: as 
a.,7 
Ta. 
cp = 11(1--) 
k 
0, a=a8 EB 




The first and last t erms vanish and each of the other four terms can be 
bounded by 
2:; < Ck 22:; J (a )lc.J8 
a:y a 
Therefore, there exists a K <= such that 
and (9) is contradictory if n is sufficiently large, proving that the magneti-
zation vanishes for any non-zero temperature . 
Finally, we note that the most interesting use of this method is the 
proof, modulo a slight technical assumption, of the so called Thouless effect 
[37], that the magnetization of the one-dimensional 1/ r 2 Ising model is 
discontinuous at the critical temperature [32]. The energy shift diverges 
logarithmically and still can be controlled by the entropy. That infinite 
energy shifts can be controlled using this method seems to be a characteris-
tic of one-dimensional lattices. For a comment on this see Chapter m. 
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ll-5 Energy Entropy Inequalities-B 
In this section we present yet another method to prove the absence of 
spontaneous symmetry breaking in two dimensions. The argument consists 
of a very simple application of the powerful energy entropy inequalities of 
Fannes, Vanheuverzwijn and Verbeure [ 17], (see section 1.2) and a trick 
already used in Section II .3 to control the second order energy shifts. 
The result to be proved is the following . 
· Theorem 
The states of the (nearest neighbor interaction) plane rotor model are 
0(2) invariant for any temperature T>O. 
Remarks 
1. Pfister, [33], controls the second order energy shifts for long range 
interactions . See Theorem 4 of Section II.4 for constraints on the decay of 
the interactions . 
2. In the previous section the magnetization was proved to be null. That 
method can also be used to prove the invariance of the states under group 
transformations, [32]. 
Proof: Let g be an even function of each of its arguments 8i which 
lie inside a block Ao of n xn sites . 






Now, following section 1.2 eq.l 4, the energy entropy inequality relates the 
expectation values of g and a-l 
(g (H -0-1H) p(Og)'2:.p(g)exp (3 p' 
p(g) 
and from equations ( 1) and (2) 
D.H=H-rJ-1H= 
(3) 
so that in p (g D.H) we have integrals of even times even and even times odd 
functions . Only the first term (even times even) survives (cosine), but this 
term can be made as small as we want by choosing f appropriately, as 
already seen in Section II.3. Therefore p(Og) and p(g) are proved to be 
equal. By letting n, and therefore A0, go to 00 , the states are proved to be 
invariant under global rotations . 
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ill.l Discrete Symmetry: The Zp Model 
In order to compare the Ising model and the plane rotor models and 
understand their differences, it is interesting to consider a class of models 
which interpolate between them. So, allow the spins to point to any of the 
vertices of a regular p-sided polygon. By maintaining the functional form of 
the interactions and by appropriately normalizing the a priori measures, 
we can expect that in the p =2 case and in the limit of p infinite, we reob-
tain the Ising and the plane rotor models respectively. We will be interested 
in how certain quantities, such as the pressure and correlation functions , 
depend on the number of states p . 
These models are invariant under simultaneous rotation of the spins by 
27T I p , the ZP group and are therefore called ~ models. They are also 
known as the clock or vector Potts model, introduced in the fifties by Domb 
and Potts [38] and have proved to be interesting also in their own right, 
since there seems to be a relationship between the two-dimensional classical 
model and the four-dimensio,nal Z., lattice gauge theories, which could be 
attributed to the similar manner they behave under duality transforma-
tions . These gauge theories may be relevant to the problem of color 
confinement in Quantum Chromodynamics ('t Hooft [39], Polyakov [ 40] ). 
The interest in this model is not only theoretical, because it seems to 
be related to problems of thin films of noble gases in crystalline substrates 
[ 41] and problems related to melting in two dimensions [ 42]. 
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m. 2 Phase Structure in Two Dimensions 
We will now discuss some results concerning the phase diagram in two 
dimensions [6], [7], [ 43]. The Kosterlitz Thouless (KT) phase transition of the 
plane rotor model , [ 44], [ 45] can be understood heuristically in terms of the 
topological excitations, called vortices. At high temperatures the main con-
tributions to the partition function is due to configurations with unbound 
vortices . The vortex can be associated with configurations where the spins in 
a region wind up around a central position in a whirlpool manner . At low 
temperatures the vortices bind in pairs of opposite handness . The 
differences between the two phases are shown in the clustering properties. 
At high temperatures the correlation function decays, as usual, exponen-
tially, while the decay is as an inverse power at low temperatures . The 
existence of this transition was proved rigorously by Frohlich and Spencer 
[ 46] who developed a formalism that might be considered to be the first 
rigorous version of the Renormalization Group (other rigorous versions of 
the RG , for example the treatment by Eckmann and Collet [ 4 7] of the 
Hierarchical model, are restricted to very specific models) . 
For sufficiently high p (and T), one expects that the discrete system 
will behave like the plane rotors and that it even might exhibit a KT transi-
tion. At sufficiently low temperatures, however, the discreteness of the sys-
tem will cause spontaneous symmetry breaking . So, with hindsight, one 
expects the ~ model to have at least three different phases , for p high 
enough:broken symmetry phase with long range order at low temperatures; 
short range ordered or "topologically" ordered phase , with algebraic decay 
of correlations;and a disordered phase with exponential decay of correla-
tions at high temperatures. 
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Elitzur, Pearson and Shigemitsu [7] proposed this phase structure for 
the nearest neighbor (nn) cosine and Villain ~ models [ 48]. They proved 
that for the Villain model the three region-picture is consistent with (i)the 
existence of the KT transition in the plane rotors Villain model. (ii)self dual-
ity and (iii) correlation inequalities (comparing the correlations of the 
discrete and continuous systems of the original as well as the dual vari-
ables) . The result is not complete for the cosine interactions , since this 
model is not self-dual. and also since self-duality does not exclude the possi-
bility of a richer phase structure . 
Their results indicate that the temperature of onset of magnetization 
decreases as 11 p 2. 
Also in [ 46], Frohlich and Spencer rigorously prove the existence of an 
intermediate phase with a power law behavior, without explicitly giving the 
p dependence of the magnetization temperature. 
Monte Carlo calculations (see for example , Alcaraz et al. [ 49]) also sug-
gest a 1 I p 2 dependence of the magnetization temperature. 
We will now apply the Peierls-Chessboard argument to obtain a lower 
bound on this temperature. We obtain a 1 I p 2 behavior for this lower bound 
that is, there exists a constant K such that for T <KIp 2 there are mul-
tiple phases. 
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!ll.3 Lower Bound- Retlection Positivity and the Peierls-Chessboard Argument 
The beauty of the Peierls argument lies not only in the simplicity of the 
proofs of existence of phase transitions, but also in the fact that it gives an intui-
tive explanation of the mechanism that drives the transition. 
Consider the nearest neighbor (n.n .) ferromagnetic Ising model in two 
dimensions with plus boundary conditions . For any configuration draw unit 
length lines across the bonds that join two n.n. spins in different states. One 
readily sees that each configuration will be associated with a set of closed lines 
called contours . See Figure 4. The probability of having a contour of length l1l 
can be bounded by the product of two terms : Ce -~,..1, which is an energy contri-
bution; and the number of such contours which can be bounded by 
l1 ~exp C l1l. an entropy contribution. The expectation value of a spin depends 
on the balance of these two terms and can be shown to be non zero for f3 
sufficiently large . 
This choice of contours is well suited for the Ising model but for other 
models, as is the case for the ~ modeL this may not be appropriate . Bounding 
the probability of these contours, requires in these cases more sophisticated 
methods, such as reflection positivity plus chessboard estimates . For the ~ 
model one can think of separating spins in different states by contours of 
different type, depending on the angle of separation of the neighboring spins. 
This is cumbersome and it is not clear how to proceed . There are many possible 
choices of contours. For example, contours that separate spins pointing in a 
given fixed direction from the rest (see Figure 5) or separate spins pointing down 
from those pointing up, where up and down are subsets of the internal space. 
The problem that arises is that now there is not a one to one mapping between 
sets of contours and configurations. This means one has to take into account 
some additional entropy factors . The problem arises in the estimative of the 
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probability of the contours, and is handled by the method of chessboard esti-
mates. 
We will now introduce the notion of Reflection Positivity. The origin of such a 
notion comes from the positivity of the inner product in Hilbert spaces in Quan-
tum Field Theories translated to the Euclidean sector, and is originally due to 
Osterwalder and Schrader [56]. It was originally used in relation to the study of 
phase transitions by Glimm, Jaffe and Spencer [57] . Further developments 
appear in Frolich and Lieb [58], Frolich, Simon and Spencer [59], Dyson, Lieb and 
Simon [60], and Frolich, Israel, Lieb and Simon [61]. 
First, we will define and prove Reflection Positivity (RP) for the ~ model. 
Consider A a 2N x2N square, let < . >o denote the noninteracting system 
_expectations and impose periodic boundary conditions . Let "A be any vertical (or 
horizontal) line that passes between sites. 
Let F be a real function of the variables to the right of "A and e>..F the 
"reflected" function, i.e . , if 
F = f (ai3:,iy) 
then 
• 
"Ax is the coordinate of the vertical line "A. 
The measure will be said to be Reflection Positive if the following is satisfied : 
< F8>..F > > 0 . (RP) 
It is obvious that 




Therefore, we have RP for the noninteracting measure . 
The nearest neighbor interaction Zp Hamiltonian with periodic BC can be 
written for any AX as 
or symbolically : 
(The minus signs are essential.) 
Let < . > denote the usual expectation values : 
Then 
< . exp-{3H >0 <. > = < . >o 
expand the last two exponentials and use eq.(l) for each term to obtain: 
This proves reflection positivity for the interacting measure. 
(2) 
Combining this result with the proof of the Schwarz inequality, one obtains 
< FeG >2 < < FeF > < GeG > (3) 
which is a result of great technical utility. 
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Consider !AI positive functions f i of only one variable a. Equation (3) is use-
ful to study the following form : 
< TI fi(ai) > · 
iEA 
(4) 
Choose a A plane. This separates A into two parts AL and AR , ( 4) can be written 
as : 
where 8 j is the site obtained by reflecting j .From (3) 
< TI!i(ai) >< 
iEA 
this procedure can be repeated for all vertical planes A and then again for the 
horizontal ones, to obtain 
< TI! i(ai) ><TI < TI!i(aj) >111 AI· 
iEA iEA jEA 
(5) 
The f 's above were functions of a single site. In applications we will need a 
more general result [61]. Separate the sites into two types , Ae and Ao, depend-
ing on whether the x coordinate is even or odd. Let the site i be of the even type 
and j its nearest neighbor to the right. Consider the following expectation : 
Using similar arguments to those that led to Eq.(5) we can obtain 
< TI fi(ai)fj(aj) > s n A(i) 
iEf... iEfl.. 
(6) 
where A ( i) is the following 
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A(i)= < IT fu.(ua.)fv(uTJ) >2/IAI 
a. --T}(L A. bond 
where u (resp v ) is i (resp j ) or j (resp i ) depending on the X coordinate of 
a, for ( n=0,±1,±2, · · · ) 
ix -a2: = 4n , 4n -1 
then u =i,v =j, and if 
then u =j and v =i . 
The separation done here is one of four possible. One could take the odd 
components, or look at vertical bonds. From this, three formulae equivalent to 
(6) result. 
The functions f will now be tailored to represent contours separating 
regions of spins which point in different directions . The contours can be chosen 
to separate regions of spins pointing, for instance, in the zero-direction from oth-
ers pointing elsewhere. Another possibility is to consider contours that separate 
regions with spins "up" from regions with spins "down" . A spin will be said to be 
up if it points in the direction n, with O<n <pI 2 and down if pI ~n <p -1 . 
Let x[" be the characteristic function of the event 
" ui points in the nth direction" 
and xt ' xi the characteristic functions for ui being up or down, respec-
tively. 
It will turn out that the use of the second type of contour has technical 
advantages in proving the existence of a phase transition. So, let 1 be a contour 
of the second type and can hi its length. The probability of 1 occurring is 




The product is taken over all bonds ij that cross the contour, with i inside and 
j outside 'Y . As above , four types of bonds can be distinguished, two horizontal 
types , with the left site having x coordinate even (h.e .) or odd (h.o.) , and two 
vertical, with the lower site's x coordinate even (v.e .) or odd (v.o.) . Choose one of 
these types , making sure that the number of bonds is larger than or equal to 
W 2. We can suppose , without any loss, that this condition is satisfied by the h .e . 
type. "Throw away" the rest by substituting their projectors , in eq.(7), by one. 
This gives the bound: 
P(7)=< IT xtxT > (B) 
ijh.e . 
where the product is now over only one type . Using Eq.(6) 
P('Y)< IT ~j 
ijh.e. E7 
(9) 
where A is given by 
~i = < IT x;x~ >211~ 
aJ.L bonds J..l-11 h. e. in A 
(10) 
where now ( u, v) is ( +,-) or ( -, +) depending on the X coordinate of i : 
if ix-J.LX=4n or 4n-1 then (u,v)=(+,-), 
if ix-J..LX=4n-2 or 4n-3 then (u,v)=(-,+) . 
However, due to the periodic boundary conditions, all the A's are equal. Since 
there are at least 1/i/4 such A's (or h .e . bonds), then 
( 11) 
The important thing that has been accomplished is that we can now estimate A 
using simple thermodynamic arguments. The structure of A is similar to that of 
a partition function with the following constraints: two columns of spins pointing 
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"up" alternate with two columns of spins pointing "down" . 
( 12) 
The bound 
3 -mill 2n 
IAI/ 2 e 2 [p/~-1 p-1 ~COS-(m-n) ILIAI A·~ < [ ~ L; e P ]liJl'l 




e2Pilll (p/~-1 p-1 -~(1-COSZn(m-n)) ILIAI 
A~''ll <[ _ H ][ ~ L; e P ]74'" (13) 
L;e ~ n=O m=(p/2] 
is obtained by substituting for all the interactions of "like" spins (both pointing 
either up or down) its least possible value, -1. The interactions between "unlike" 
spins are kept, and summed over. Notice that the entropy contributions are still 
considered, since the number of configurations is kept the same. Here 
[pi 2]=p/2 for p even, and [p/2]=(p+l)/2 for p odd. 
Now let {3=f3oP 2. We will use the following bound. One can find a constant c 
such that 1-cosx >cx 2 for lxi<TI. Also there is a function C({30 ) such that 
(p/,...2,)-1 p-1 -P(1-cos 2n(m-n)) (p~2] _ 4Q 2k2 ~ L; e P ~2 L, ke ,..on 
n=O m=[p/2] k=1 
~e -C(Po) (14) 
C({30 ) goes to = as f3o goes to 00 , which means, given K one can find a K such 
that for {30> K one has C({30) > K. 
The probability of the contour P( 1) , therefore has the following bound : 
( 15) 
We now turn to the problem of proving the existence of a phase transition. 
Since we have worked all along with periodic boundary conditions, we cannot 
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calculate a magnetization, because by symmetry the expected value of any spin 
component is zero. However, we will be able to prove the existence of multiple 
phases, by proving that under certain conditions the state is not ergodic . That is, 
it fails to satisfy certain decomposition properties, and therefore it is not a pure 
state . See for instance Israel [ 14]. For a pure state the following is true : 
lirn!Al-2 I; [ <xtxT>-<xt><xT> ]=o 
IAJ-+oo i ,j E:IAJ . 





<xt>= lx[p I 2] 
p 
<xT>= lx(p -[pi 2]) 
p 
+ _ {11 2 for p even 
<xi>- (p+1)12p for p odd 
{
11 2 for p even 




Therefore, if we prove that <xtxT> is less than 11 4, for p even, or less than 
(p 2_1 )/ 4p2 for p odd, for any ( i, j) Eq. ( 16) will fail to be satisfied. 
The only conftgurations that will contribute to <xtxT> are those which 
have a contour that either is wrapped around i or j or A: 
<xtxT>=~P(7)+ I;P(7)+ 2:; P(/') ( 18) 
( l.., i I, caraJ'ntt A 
from(15) 
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< f; [# of contours of length bi]e -l"r!C(,Bo) 
171=4 
The number of contours N(bi) is bounded by a product of two contributions, 
N (bi)~(bi+ 1 )2xe cbi 
the first term coming from a translational degree of freedom of the contour, and 
the second from the three possible choices one has when constructing a contour 
step by step, c < 3. 
<xtxr>< E (bi+ 1)2xe cbie --biC(,Bo)/4 . 
171=4 
Note that for C(f30) >c the right hand side is summable, and that there is a K, 
such that for C(f30 )';::;K>c it is less than 1/4 (for even p ) or (p2-1)/ 4p 2 (if 





III.4 V"?;_x ;· Bounds: An Heuristic .Argurr:.ent 
The proposed phase structure of the two dimensional Zp models [7] shows 
an ordered phase for temperatures below Tc (p) , which decreases to zero as p 
tends to infinity, as should be expected from the Mermin and Wagner theorem. 
This leaJ.s one to think that a decreasing (going to zero when p tends to infmity) 
upper botmd for Tc (p ), could be obtained if the same methods used to prove 
the Mermin and Wagner theorem, are applied to the Zp model. For example, if in 
the energy-entropy methods, the first order contribution to the energy shift 
ceased to be zero below a certain temperature it would prove that the magneti-
zation is zero above such a temperature . These procedures, however, seem inap-
propriate to treat the discrete symmetry system, when studied more carefully. 
Roughly, the reasons for this are the following. The main problem that appears 
in the generalization to models "\\<ith discrete symmetries, of the methods based 
in the energy-entropy inequalities, lies in the fact that the first-order energy 
shifts are always finite. 
The methods that use the Bogoliubov inequality need, implicitly, the 
existence of a one parameter, twice differentiable, family of symmetry transfor-
mations. A generalization of the Ward identities to discrete symmetries is possi-
ble. However, the term that contains the Hamiltonian, in the Bogoliubov inequal-
ity, cannot be made arbitrarily small, in the discrete symmetry case, for reasons 
that resemble those that make the first order energy shifts that occur in the 
energy-entropy inequalities methods at least finite. 
McBryan and Spencer [31] prove the absence of symmetry breaking in the 
two dimensional plane rotor model in a completely unrelated (technically) 
manner. Their method consists of obtaining an upper bound for the two point 
correlation function that decays like an inverse power .This bound is obtained by 
deforming the contours of integration of the angular variables into the complex 
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plan:= and using some properties of the two dirr..ensional lat tice massless propa-
gator. The Zp invariant model is related to the plane rotor model plus symmetry 
breaking fields as seen in the work of Jose et al [6]. It can be seen that the 
McBryan and Spencer technique cannot be applied to this model with continuous 
variables .The reason for this is that the massive, instead of the massless lattice 
propagator, now appears, and this does not have the appropriate decay proper-
ties. 
In the absence of a rigorous method to obtain upper bounds on the magneti-
zation temperature Tc (:p), we present an heuristic argument which claims the 
Tc (:p) to go to zero at least as fast as 1/ p. The motivation for this comes from 
looking back at the Peierls argument of the previous section. 
For the Zp model ( or Ising ) the upper bound on the number of contours of 
length \tl. enclosing a site i , has roughly two contributions . 
The first term comes from a translational degree of freedom of a contour of 
area =I,~. We will call this contribution to the entropy, for reference, as trans-
lational entropy. The second term is obtained by considering that at each step of 
the construction of a contour one has at least three choices of how to proceed to 
the next step, thus a "' exp 0 1lln 3) upper bound. This is clearly an upper 
bound since no restriction to close the contour has been made. However, there is 
also a lower bound on this number since otherwise the high temperature regime 
would be ordered. The contribution from this term to the entropy will be called 
shape entropy. While there is no clear-cut difference between these two contribu-
tions a rough distinction can be made. If our space , instead of a lattice, were a 
continuum these two could be understood as infrared ( translation ) and ultra-
violet ( shape ) contributions to phase space. 
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of the mechanism driving the phase transition. The syste m is magnelized at low 
temperatures because the energy dominates. At higher temperatures the shape 
entropy dominates the energy and the system is disordered. The translational 
entropy alone >vould not be enough to disorder the system. 
For systems with a continuous symmetry, (as seen in Chapter II) , flipp ing 
the spins inside fixed regions. suitably surrounded by layers of slowly rotated 
spins, is enough to prove, (as in the Simon and Sokal method), that the magneti-
zation is always zero, provided the number of regions where one could have done 
the rotation is of the order of the area of the region. It is then only necessary to 
include entropy contributions that could be called translational. In no place was 
it necessary to allow the shapes of the regions to vary. The translational entropy 
is enough to prevent spontaneous symmetry breaking. It is therefore reasonable 
to expect that these methods , when applied to sys t ems with discrete sym-
metries, will not be strong enough to obtain the upper bound on Tc (p) since 
they do not include the shape entropy. Note that in one dimension this 
differentiation of the entropy into two types is senseless and the energy entropy 
inequalities can be applied, for example, to study the Thouless effect in the one-
dimensional Ising model with 1/ r 2 interaction, [37] and [32] . 
The methods based on the Bogoliubov inequality do not take into account 
the many possible shapes of the region where the transformation can be done 
and therefore only consider the translational entropy. Since this method can be 
used to obtain best possible results concerning the range of interactions 
(Bonato et al [30]) one is led to think that if the system does not have spontane-
ous symmetry breaking for any T>O. then translational entropy alone is 
sufficient. Clustering bounds obtained by this method characteristically show 
only logarithmic decay for the correlations instead of the power law behavior 
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This weak result could probably be trace d bac k to the soft treatmen t of the 
entropy. To conclude, we present the following argument. 
Consider a magnetized phase with all spins in the [ ~] state ( [ ~ ] is the 
largest integer less or equal to ~ ) and also consider a square bloC;k B of siJe 
Ns=N+[ ~]-2. Rotate the spins in the outer row of B. by ~ (the smalle st 
possible change ) clockwise ; in the next row, second closest to the boundary of B. 
rotate the spins by 2 27T and repeat this until the row that the spins are rotated 
27T p_ p 
by-([ 
2
]-2). Inside the square of side N concentric to B, choose L > kN8 
p 27T p 
and rotate all spins outside a closed contour of length L by -([ 
2




] those inside. 
The energy increase due to this rotation can be bounded by 
where Ln. is the perimeter of a square in the nth step . The factor 1/ p 2 is due 
to the change in energy of each nearest neighbor pair of spins = 1-cos 27T . 
p 
There are of the order of pI 2 steps and each Ln is bounded by Ln. <c' L so 
One can think of the many different possible shapes of the contour of length L as 
contributing to the entropy of the system, since all these possible con_figurations 
have the same energy (#of contours of length L ) . This has a lower bound 
~S > ln ec 3L 
then the change in free energy is 
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which is negative and thus the orL;:nal phase UL1stable if 
Note one could improve this bound by considering the entropy generated by 
allmving the outer s quares to change sha.pes, perhaps even to the optimal result 
T>c /p 2 which is believed to be the correct behavior (see [7.49]) . 
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W.l Exponential Bound -A Limit Theorem 
In describing the phase structure of the Zp model in two dimensions, it 
was said, in Chapter 3, that for high temperature and large p its behavior 
should be similar to that of the plane rotor model. The idea behind that 
comment is that the "energy fluctuations" per unit spin would be larger than 
the finite excitation energy of a discrete spin. under those conditions. 
Our intention, in this section, is to study this loose statement, trying to 
understand how certain quantities depend on the number of states p . From 
these comments, one might think that the resemblance would appear only 
at high temperatures . One could also, naively expect the existence of an 
expansion for certain thermodynamic functions around the continuous sym-
metry theory, in inverse powers of the number of states. It is of interest, 
therefore to have the following result, proved below in Theorem 1. For any 
fixed temperature, the pressure of the Z'p systems converge exponentially 
fast in the number of states, to that of the 0 (2) model. The proof presented 
below is remarkably simple, and avoids cumbersome perturbation ex-pan-
sions by looking at properties of the a priori integration measures. It is 
due to this simplicity that a quite general result, with respect to the range 
of interactions and the lattice dimension, can be obtained 
A related result, concerning the convergence of correlation functions, is 
also presented (Theorem 2.). The result is that this convergence is also 
exponential in the number of states, provided certain conditions concerning 
the Holder continuity of the correlations (see definition 2) are satisfied. 
These conditions are likely to hold at high temperatures. 
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W. 2 Con verg ~nee of the Pressure 
Coeside .· a Zp invariant model in a volume A C zv with Hamiltonian 
HA('P)= ~ 'Px(8) ( 1) 
XcA 
periodic in e.1ch of its variables 8i , and a Zp invariant a priori measure 
whe re 
d8P-1 1r 
dllp (8)=- ~ 6(8-2-n) 
P n=O P 
Call d JJ the 0 (2) invariant measure 
where 
dv= n dJvLi(8i) 
iEA 
Introduce the partition functions 
Z ; -Jdv e -f3HA A - p 
and the pre :::sures 
p'Zp , 0(2)=limP~ ,0(2) 
A-+oo 
where 
p'f!·0(2) = ~ lnZf·0(2) . 
;, .a(2) . 









We will prove the following r esult: 
Theorem ( 1): 
If: 
<l>xEB 1= ~ <P;II~ 1 1 = I: sup.I<P), is finite l 
OEX 
<I>x is periodic in each of ei ER ' and 
<I> x is analytic for I Ime i I =:;A , and there is O<g (a:) such that 
IRe<Px (8+io)1) 1 < i<Px(e,Y)Ig(a:) , 
then there is a bounded function C(f3), and a constant a ,O<a<A 
such that, for fixed f3 , 
with C(f3) given by C(f3) =exp[{311 <Pi l1 ( 1 +g (a))] and g (a) is a monotonic 
increasing function of a ( grows exponentially in a ) . 
Remarks 
1) The difference of the pressures is exponentially small in p, the 
number of states for fixed f3 and sufficiently large p, since in that case the 
left hand side of eq. (B) is positive and therefore 
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ln( 1- 2C(§)e -pa )<PZP ((3) -p0(2)(.8):~;Jn( 1 + 2 C(P')e -pa) 
1-e -pa 1 -e -pa 
using the expansion ln ( 1 +x) =x + ... the difference is seen to be exp onen-
tial. 
2) The theorem implies there is no " 1 over number of states " expansion for 
the pressure of the Zp system around the 0(2) system. 
3) In one dimension, for the nearest neighbor cosine interaction plane 
rotors, the pressures can be cc::.lculated explicitly and seen to converge 
exponentially in the number of sta tes. 
4) For the Villain model in two dinensions, heuristical arguments about high 
temperatures seems to suggest that a gaussian convergence can occur 
(exp-p 2). 
5) The r esult is independent of the dimension 1.1 of the lattice . 
6) The theorem can be extended to lattice Zp and U ( 1) gauge theories . 
7) This theorem improves results (see Simon [B] chapter 2) using Bishop-de 
Leew order that prove that the convergence is at least as fast as 1/ p 2 
B) The theorem is a consequence of the fact that for periodic functions 
Riemann sums converge exponentially to the Riemann integral in the 
number of points. 
9) If there are only n-body int eractions, n finite, the last condition is 
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satisfied automatically, given that 'PxEB 1. 
We need the following well known preliminary r esult conc err.i ng the 
exponential decay of lhe Fourier coe fficients of a p eriodic function. 
Pruposition 1 
Let f(8) :C-) R be a periodic ( f(8+2rr)=f(8)) positive function, 
analytic for ITm(e)!<A . 
Call 
(9) 
Then for any a, A >a >0 there is a positive constant (which depends on 
a but not on k ) C 1 such that 
( 10) 
Proof of Pr'Jposition 1: 
Consider a rect ang ular contour Bin the complex 8-plane,with vertices 
at 0, '27T, 27T +ia, ia,. Since f is analytic inside and on the contour 
J f (e)eike de =O 
B 21T 
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(Integration is perforw.ed counterclockwise. ) 
Then 
~ ~+~ 
O=jJ(e)eilc 8 d8/2n+ J f(8)eilc 8 d8!2n 
0 2TI 
w 0 
+ J f(8)eilc 8 d8!2n+Jf(8)eilc 8 de;2n . 
2n+~ ia 
Since f (8)eik 8 is periodic, the second and fourth integral can :;el, 
leaving 
2n 2n+~ 
fk= jJ(e)eilc 8 d8!2n= J f(8)eilc 8 d8 !2n. 
0 ~ 
Changing 8 -78 +ia , the right- hand side can be written as 
and then 
2TI 





Jlf (e+ia )Ide 
0 
C 1 = -2:-rr---- ( 11), 
J f (e)de 
0 
Since J f de-5. Jif lde , this complete s the proof of Proposition 1. 
We now prove the following result which shows the exponential conver-
gence of Riemann sums to the Riemman integral for periodic functions. 
Proposition 2: 
Let f ,C1 and a be as above and dJ.Jp and dv defined by eqs . (3) and 
(5) . Then 
2C e-pa 2C e-pa 
jdf.-Lf(B)[l- 1 ]<jdJ.Jpf(B)<[l+ 1 _ ]jdf.-Lf(B). (1 2) 
1-e-pa 1-e pa 
Proof of Proposition 2: 
First we need the following result : 
J df.-Lpf (e)= f: i kp ( 13), 
k=-oo 




=1. ~ fdeo(8-2TTn)f(e) . 
Pn:-oo 0 P 
27T 
J dJJpf (e)= _l__ f eilcpe f (e)de 
27T 0 
00 .--. 
= 2: fkp 
k=-oo 




co -pa L; e -lcpa = _e __ 
k=l 1-e-pa 
...... de 
and, f o= J 2n f ( 8) , 




_ ) f d pJ (e)< f d J.A-p f ( 8 ) 
1-e pa 
2C e-pa 
<(1+ 1 )jd;.,t/(8). 
1-e -pa 
This completes the proof of Proposition 2. We now turn to the proof of 
Theon:: m 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
Assu:ne there are only n-body interactions with n finite . Consider the 
Boltzmc..r.n factor exp-{3H A and a site i. Integrate the variable 8 i . 
Since exp-{3H A satisfies the conditions of Propositions 1 and 2 we 
[ 1_ 2C(&')e -pa ]j dfkie -f3HA(ei.e) 
1-e -pa 
~ j dllpi, e -f3HA(Bt.B) 
( 15) 
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The Hamiltonian is written as H(8i,tJ), where tJ represents all the 




fle -~H(e : +ia .e)lde i 
C(rf) = -0-=------
27T N J e -~H(ei ,e)dei 
0 
H(e .tf)= L: <Px(e .rf) . 
iEX 
XcA 
Sinc e by hypothesis ci>x(e,tf) is analytic for ITm(e)kA; for a <A, and for 
e .tJ real we have the bound: 
I Reci>x(8+ia ,tJ) I< I ci>x(e ,lJ) I g (a) 
where g (a) is a positive bounded function for a < A . If there are infinite 
body interactions this property will be imposed as a requirement. Then 
,.., ,.., -tl[Re'2:ci>x(e+ia.e)-2>h<e.e)] 
~ -~[ReH(B+ia,e)-H(e.e)]=e (ex (x 
P '2: ilci>i( l+g (a)) 
:S;e tcX 
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wheore l l~ i 1 = I; II~ I (infinite volume) , which for <P cB 1 is finite and indepen-
Xc'lf 
den: of e and tf. Therefore C(tf) can be bounded by: 
TL e.'8fore Equation ( 15) can be rewritten as 
2C e-pa "' 
[ 1- fJ ]jdf..L· e -(JH(ej ,e) 
1-e -pa t 
<f dJ..Li e -(JH(ei.e) 
2C e-pa "' 
~[1+ fJ ]jdfkie-fJH(ei.e) . 
1-e-pa 
We.: .J•W nc te that if two functions f ,g E C!l. are such that 
tr_ .-. :_ 
Call 
2C e-pa 
K±= 1 ± _ _,_fJ _ 
1-e-pa 
the; · for {3<f3oP -ln2 where 
( 16) 
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K- is positive. 
We now choose another sit e , j . Integr ate w.r .t. d J.lj and multiply by 
K- the right inequality of Eq. (16) to ge t 
K-2J dJ.lidJ.Lie-~H<K-j dJl.pij dJ.Lje-~H~ 
J d Jl.pi J d Jl.pj e -~H . 
Integrating w.r.t. dJ.Lj and multiplying by K+ the left inequality of Eq. (16), 
we obtain 
j dJ.Lpi j dJ.Lpje -~H <K+ j dJ.Lpi dJ.Lj e -~H 
< K+2 j dJ.Af dJ.Lje -~H . 
Repeating this procedure , of integrating w.r .t . the continuous measure 
and bounding the result with the integral w.r .t . the ~ and a K± factor for 
every site in A we get , by definition of the finit e volume partition function 
( 17) 
Since log( . ) is monotone increasing, we can take the logarithm and divide 
by the volume ltJ to obtain 
(18) 
or, using the values of K± 
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2C e-pa 
ln (1- fJ ) < 
1-e-pa 
2C e-pa 
PA;, - PA0 (2) < In( 1 + {3 ) 
1-e -pa 
( 18') 
Sinc e the bound of C(tf) was obtain ed even for the limit of infinit e volume, 
Equat ion ( 19) is valid in that lim it, whi...; h completes the proof of Theor em 1. 
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N.3 Convergence of the Correlations 
We now turn to the expectation values of functions in a translationally invari-
ant state . 
Consider changing the Hamiltonian by adding a function AECx.XcP1 (zv) 
and all its translates in A 
HA('Px+t-.f!J)= ~ ('Px+t-.f!J)=HA('P)+t ~ TiA 20 
XcA (i+X)cA 
then 
where < . > A,4> denotes expectation values with respect to the original 
measure.Note that for translationally invariant states, the limit A-+= exists , and 
(22) 
The problem we want to consider is the following : 
Let Y be a linear vector space . Given a sequence Fn of functions from V 
--+ R that converges pointwise to F such that for any n, 1Fn-F1< Ce -an, we 
want to know under which conditions 
a)The derivatives DFn --+DF, and 
b)The convergence is also exponential. 
To answer this we need the following (see, e.g. , Simon [8]) 
Definition 1. Let F be a real valued function on a vector space V . F is 
convex if and only if 
F(ex +(1-e)y)<eF(x )+(1-e)F(y) (23) 
for all X ,yE V and 0<8~1. and also 
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Proposition 3 (idem) 
Let F be a convex function on R then at every x 
(D± F)(x )=lim [F(x ±y)-F(x )] 
y+O ±y 
exits, and for every x<w 
(24) 
and also, for all but countable X 
(D-F)(x) =(D+ F)(x) (25) 
Proposition 4 (idem) 
Let f Fn J be a sequence of convex functions on R that converge pointwise to 
F. then 
(i) F is convex. 
(ii) Convergence is uniform in compact subsets. 
(iii) For any fixed X 
If F is differentiable at X then 
(DF)(x )= lim(D+ Fn)(x) 
n-+oo 
We now introduce the notion of Holder continuity 
Definition 2. A function h :R ~ R is said to be Holder continuous of 
order {in a region D if there exist positive constants M and 7 such that: 
I h(y)-h(x) I< M I x-y 17 (26) 
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for all X ,y ED 
.Proposition 5 
Let Fn be a sequence of convex functions that converge to F . Let C and a 
be positive constants such that 
(i)lFn(z)-F(z)kce-na for any z 
(ii) Fn (z) and F(z) are differentiable in a neighborhood of x . 
(iii)DFn (x) are Holder continuous of order 1 
Then 
-n.!!::L 
I DFn (x)-DF(x) I< (2C+ M)e l+7 
.Proof of Proposition 2. We want to bound quantities of the type 
I DFn (x )-DF(x) I 
First of all. consider (y > x, 0 <8 < 1) 
+ ) . Fn(8x+(1-8)y)-F(x) 
D Fn (x = ~W --(-:-1-8-:-) (-:-y-x-::)--
then by convexity 
and similarly 
n+ Fn (x )< Fn (y )-Fn (x) 
y-x 
_ ( ) . Fn(y)-Fn(8x+(1-8)y) Fn(y)-F(x) 
D F. y =lim > -----




Similar formulas hold for D± F since F is convex by proposition 4. If F and Fn 
are differentiable at x 
D±F=DF, D±Fn=DFn . 
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Suppose DFn(x)-DF(y)~O then 
n+ Fn (x )-D-F(y)< Fn (y)-Fn (x )-F(y)+F(x) 
y-x 
lFn (y )-F(y )l+lFn (x )-F(x )I 
<_;..;___;_ _ .:..::.....:_ _ _;_;___;, _ __;___;_ 
y-x 
Consider a sequence Ym =x +e -mA, m and A to be chosen later. Using condi-
tion (i) of the proposition 
D+ Fn (x)-n-F(ym )<2 Ce -na +mA (30) 
If DFn -DF(y) were negative consider instead n+ F(y )-D-Fn (y) to obtain 
(31) 
Since the F 's are assumed differentiable in a neighborhood of X, we obtain from 
Equations 30 and 31 
(32) 
Note that if no further assumptions are made about DF the bound cannot be 
used for Ym --+x(m--+=) . Here enters the Holder continuity, condition (iii) (see 
Eq. 26), for if 
I DF(y)-DF(x) I <M ly-x )7 (33) 
then 
From Equations 32 and 33 we obtain 
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I DF(x )-DFn (x) I< Me -ma7+2Ce -na+ mA 
We can now choose m and A. The best choices are 
Then 
m =n and A= ___!!__ 
l+[ 
-na_J_ 
I DF(x )-DFn (x) I< (M +2C)e l+7 
completing the proof of Proposition 5. 
(34) 
(35) 
Note that Holder continuity on DF(x) implies in Holder continuity on the 
DFn (x ), for under conditions (i) through (iii) 
lDFn (y) -DFn (x )iJDFn (y )-DF(x )I+IDF(x) -DF(y )I+IDF(y )-DFn (x )I 
and for y =ym as above 
With this in mind we can now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. If H A( <Px+t ..:YJ) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. 
PkP(<P+t'¥) and Pf(2) (<P+t'¥) are differentiable w.r.t. t in a neighborhood of 
t =0, and !PtP(<P+t'¥) or !pf(2) (<P+t'¥) are Holder continuous, and the 
number of states p is sufficiently large such that the difference between the 
pressures is exponentially small. then there are positive constants a', Cp',M and 
-y such that 




The proof follows immediately from Proposition 5 once we note that: 
l.PkP(cl>+t'lt) are convex. 
2.Since a bound uniform in I A I can be obtained using Proposition 5, the 
bound is valid in the limit A~ oo. 
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